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Abstract
We present how particular objectives, readings, questionnaires and enquiries in a virtual learning environment such as the Moodle platform, can be used as innovative elements for teaching experimentation in the first year at the university. Examples are given of how this promotes students’ awareness of the importance of the course contents for their professional formation, their active participation in the activities and motivation to work in their own thinking and metacognitive processes, promoting their significant learning.
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Resumen
Presentamos cómo los objetivos particulares, las lecturas, cuestionarios y encuestas de un ambiente virtual de aprendizaje como la plataforma Moodle, pueden usarse como elementos innovadores para la enseñanza experimental en el primer año de la universidad. Se muestran ejemplos de cómo estos elementos promueven el reconocimiento de los alumnos de la importancia en su formación profesional de los contenidos del curso, su participación en las actividades y les motiva a trabajar en sus propios procesos metacognitivos y de pensamiento, promoviendo su aprendizaje significativo.
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I. ANTECEDENTS
Courses of Experimental Method have an extended metrologic content with specialized terms quite unfamiliar in everyday language. They are offered in the 2nd and 3rd trimesters of the Basic Core (Tronco General) of the Basic Sciences and Engineering Division BSE (Ciencias Básicas e Ingeniería, CBI) at Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Unidad Iztapalapa (UAMI).

Pupils enrolled in BSE come from an educative environment where their only contact with experimental activities and use of measuring instruments has been through “experiments” consisting in obtaining some value(s) following the professor instructions, with no development of experimental skills, rigor and experimental scientific creativity.

Disconnection between observation of phenomena around them and reflection about the related scientific concepts and laws does not permit them to build a frame of cause-effect relations; lack of knowledge about how measuring instruments work and their characteristics, even the simplest, such as the granatary scale and the vernier caliper, makes their correct use difficult. The students’ attitude, generally passive with respect to observation, thought, reflection and action in the lab or classroom, together with lack of attention, listening, concentration and deficient class note-taking, make their active and continuous participation in the laboratory difficult. This describes the situation of pupils whom we expect to graduate in 4 years and to become in 5 years excellent professionals in their field of interest.

II. PROBLEM DEALT WITH IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
How can the BSE pupils be helped through the Experimental Method courses to become prominent professionals able to succeed in their work and society?

Aware of the complexity of the problem, we looked for ways of dealing with it in an environment appropriate to the pupils’ needs and demands and we decided to take advantage of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT), which offer resources which favor and facilitate this complex task.
We chose the Moodle platform due to our knowledge of it, the fact that it offers various resources such as wikis, forums, web pages, questionnaires, polls, etc., besides facilitating file edition and upload, work control with beginning and reception closing dates, which help pupils to organize themselves and to make better use of time. Other very useful features of this type of platforms is that one can place in them various materials, enquiries, tasks and exercises, combined with other resources of the ICT that render it very versatile and adaptable to the pupils’ different types of intelligence.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAME

According to cognitive learning theory [1], learning is based on six basic principles:

- Learning and development depend on the apprentices’ experiences.
- Apprentices build their knowledge in an effort to give meaning to their experiences.
- The formation of apprentices who understand depends on what they already know.
- Understanding formation is facilitated by social interaction.
- Apprentices learn to do well what they practice.
- Concrete learning experiences linked to the real world result in a deeper understanding than abstract and unconnected ones.

But how does the understanding formation process occurs and how is it stored so that it may be retrieved and related with new experiences?

We might talk about a cognitive architecture [2], similar to the architecture of a building that is the structure where its activities occur, so that our information processing system is the frame where we acquire, move and store information. This model has three main elements: information stores, cognitive processes and metacognition.

The information stores are the sensory memory, the (short term) work memory and the long term memory.

Cognitive processes – intellectual actions that transform information and take it from a store to another - include attention, perception, codification and recovery. They are analog to the information processing programs in computers.

Metacognition is the person’s awareness and control over his or her cognitive processes [3]; it is the mechanism employed to supervise our learning.

The sensory memory briefly stores information until it is needed [4]. The work memory is the conscious “thinking” part of our cognitive learning system where information is organized and our understanding is built. Work memory limitations [5] cause us to be able to simultaneously elaborate just two or three information items when processing them is required instead of simply storing them [1, p. 252]. This limited capacity of the work memory has important consequences for teaching and learning, for instance, students’ writing often improves more quickly if they are first allowed to ignore their handwriting quality, grammar and spelling [6], which may be the reason why pupils starting university studies don’t write with good spelling. When the processing ability is well developed, students write better quality essays using word processors. Otherwise, their hand written essays are better [7].

In spite of the research about its inefficacy and the efforts to promote more advanced and effective forms of instruction, lecturing continues to be the most common teaching strategy [8].

Even though the number of elements in the work memory is limited, the elements’ size, complexity and subtleness are not [1, p. 256]. This means that every interconnected relation is recorded in the memory as an information point, so that several interconnected individual points occupy just one point of the work memory. The points organized in one unit can be described as a scheme of interrelated information networks built in the work memory and recorded in the long term memory. They represent the way that our understanding is organized and stored in the memory.

Automaticity results from learning a skill to the point that it may be performed with very little conscious effort and may overcome the work memory limitations, reducing the demands made on it. If we professors use advanced forms of instruction with adequate methods, our basic teaching skills, such as discipline in the classroom, question making and clear communication should be automatic leaving enough space in our work memory to operate different models.

Once the understanding is formed and in the work memory, it is recorded in the long term memory, our store of permanent information, where it may last for the whole life [9]. The way in which information is stored in the long term memory determines if we will be able to find it when we need it (recuperation), as well as our ability to apply it in different situations (transfer).

Cognitive processes are the intellectual actions that carry information from one information store to another. They include attention, perception, codification and recovery.

Attention is the basic process of consciously focusing a stimulus. Therefore, it is the starting point of learning. If pupils participate actively in learning activities, they pay more attention than if they are just listening to explanations [10]. We are interested in active and deliberate attention, in which the learning subject concentrates his mind in a given object of knowledge that is motivated by the learning situation organized by the teacher, who can help students to train their attention concentration [11].

Perception is the process that we use to give meaning to stimuli. Pupils’ perception of what they see or hear is what enters in their work memory, and if these perceptions are not precise, the information stored in their long term memory will also be imprecise.

Coding is the process of representing information in the long term memory [12] and requires precision because what
remains ciphered transforms into what is remembered, for which our goal is that pupils make theirs all the meaning and the significance of the coded information. For meaning and significance one understands the personal ability to relate “something” and in turn a whole with some previous experience or knowledge. The meaning and significance depend on the number of connections or nexus between an unknown idea with other known ideas in the long term memory [11, p. 188; 12]. We intensify the meaning of the ideas that we teach by helping pupils to connect them with other concepts. For this reason teaching the relations between ideas is convenient and necessary.

Recovery is the process of bringing information from the long term memory to the work memory and it depends on the extent in which information was coded with a meaning. For example, an interesting activity is for pupils to choose their own mnemotechnical rules to help them remember the information that becomes very useful because by concentrating his attention in the acronym, the pupil relaxes and can recover knowledge in a natural way.

Metacognition, which literally means beyond knowledge, is to grow aware and take control of our own cognitive processes. It is known that pupils who identify the form in which they study and learn and consciously work to learn, progress more than those who study passively [12].

Learning and motivation are so closely related that one cannot thoroughly understand learning without considering motivation [13]. Motivation for learning describes a pupil’s disposition to find the academic activities as significant and worthy to undertake and to try to obtain from them the benefits he aspires to [14]. Motivation is a force that stimulates, supports and directs the behavior towards a goal [15]. In addition, great correlation between motivation and accomplishment has been identified [16]. Well motivated students are a source of satisfaction for their teachers because they process information in depth and they stand out in the learning experiences in the classroom, they persist in difficult tasks and they have fewer attention problems with more positive attitudes towards school that they consider satisfactory [17].

Motivation may be extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic motivation is the one leading to devote oneself to an activity as a means towards an end, and intrinsic motivation is the one that moves us to be involved in an activity for the activity itself [18]. Extrinsically motivated students study arduously for an exam, because they believe that their study will be worth high grades; intrinsically motivated students study because they want to understand the content and consider that learning is something worthy by itself. But there isn’t a clear separation between these two types of motivation.

The teacher’s expectations are inferences about the students’ behavior, academic fulfillment or attitudes [19] that strongly influence the educators’ conduct and their pupils’ motivation and achievements. The effects of these expectations on the way teachers treat their students may be grouped in four areas: emotional support, effort and demand, questions with feedback and evaluation. Positive expectations on the pupils’ progress communicate that we believe that they can learn and that we worry about and are occupied in promoting their learning [1, p. 66].

Another important aspect that we should take into account is that the way in which we organize and conduct the learning activities also influences the students’ motivation to learn and that success, challenge, concrete and personalized examples, the participation in learning activities, the feedback about the progress in learning, all increase the pupils’ motivation to learn.

IV. STRATEGIC AND DIDACTIC TOOLS

The strategy consisted in taking advantage Moodle’s resources to make use of them in the virtual classroom that complements in-presence sessions in the lab, where concepts are discussed, training is given in information search and in planning the experimental activities, in using measuring instruments and carrying out complete experimental activities, including the numerical and graphical data analysis, obtaining final results and comparing them with values reported in the literature and writing technical reports.

It is very important to introduce students to the web page, in order to help them to familiarized with its use, so that they can be able to consult its topics according to their particular needs.

The required infrastructure supporting this work scheme requires computer availability for everyone in the lab room, in addition to availability of a computer room for the students to use it off class, help in using Moodle and keeping it on line permanently.

A. Resources of the virtual environment

We are profiting from the following resources of Moodle [20]:

1. Web sites.
   The course subjects placed as sites in the virtual classroom are an essential and permanent reference to address the class sessions, their didactic strategies and their conduction dynamics. The basic metrological concepts and the impact of their correct usage in society and industry, reflected in ISO standards promote social responsibility in pupils. The ability to see in full the course contents through all of the 22 sessions gives flexibility to the class planning because it opens the possibility of choosing different routes according to the group's needs and it allows the aperture of a subject starting from the closure or synthesis of the previous one, without a sacrifice of the materials and thus reinforcing learning.

2. Lessons.
   The easiness of relating concepts from a specific subject by means of its partial evaluation, with the
purpose of helping pupils to practice and verify their understanding, is a very useful tool, which also promotes order and discipline for the pupil to do the complete task of reading every subject contained in the lesson, answering a short questionnaire about it and pass to the following one until completing the 4 or 5 subjects forming it. In this course only two lessons are included: one on the International System of Units (SI) and one on measurements, because we wanted to first test their effect on the pupils due to the fact that preparing a lesson is a quite complex task as well as testing its structure and that the points in the questionnaire correctly fulfill their function.

3. Wikis.
They are workbooks that can be written as a personal or collective task. We use them to help pupils keep an ordered account of activities, and they promote personal reflection and self-criticism, exchange of ideas, team work and the development of communicative skills.

4. Questionnaires.
Different types of questionnaires can be made in Moodle. Their structure, contents and the information they provide about the pupils’ advancement, learning and troubles in class and in how they handle information, allow the teacher to accompany pupils in their learning process and to direct the activities in order to solve those identified difficulties. They also ease practicing concepts in problem solving for the pupil to master.

5. Tasks.
Different types of tasks are presented in the virtual classroom, some of them directed to information search, others to exercising in order to reinforce and consolidate knowledge and still others to help the development of pupils’ thinking skills.

6. Polls.
This type of instrument helps to accompany pupils through their personal reflection about the teaching-learning process of the course, promoting their responsibility, compromise and reflection, which support and reinforce their learning. In Moodle we used two types of polls. those that the platform offers by default to promote self-knowledge and self-confidence and those specifically designed by the authors to accompany pupils in their process of acquiring and reinforcing capabilities for designing and performing experimental activities, using a methodological guide, metacognitive reflection, report wording, which help us identify their gradual progress in capabilities, attitudes and knowledge, avoiding their feeling bogged down and apathy towards learning.

7. Forums.
They promote knowledge through the sharing of ideas, experiences and knowledge, as well as interchange of data and useful hints that may be tested by the other members of the teams in order to verify their application and convenience in concrete situations. They are means to reach an agreement about different subjects that summon them to work as a team and to be more persistent in working in the virtual classroom.

As far as we teachers are concerned, forums help us to accompany our pupils in these processes, to direct them in whatever aspects may be necessary or to call their attention towards an aspect to consider when dialogue appears to have come to a standstill.

B. A few examples

Wiki: Experimental Method. An example from a pupil’s diary about the first class:
10/05/11. The course of Experimental Method started today. In this class we made a deep analysis of ourselves in which I realized that I do not know myself 100 percent as I thought. As I progressed in that activity I noticed how difficult it is for me to recognize my virtues and defects, the things I am good or bad at, etc. I also had to visualize how my life would be in 5 years. For that I first had to write what I have to do today to achieve my goals and make that visualization real. This activity seemed very original to me and I believe that it fostered socializing among us and the professors, meaning breaking the ice. I also believe that this course will be fun and very dynamic, which will make it easy to digest and this will have as a consequence a good learning if the participation of the professors and pupils is achieved. In addition, I discovered a lot of things about myself and recalled others that I had forgotten. Finally in class we analyzed the course features and explored the moodle platform where a series of activities will be done that will be useful to reinforce the subjects covered in class. In moodle one can see the synthetic contents of the course, evaluation mode, time schedule for enquiries, relevant dates, etc. Lastly I would like to add that I felt much at ease with my classmates and with the professors.

It is worth mentioning that since then this pupil keeps his diary updated and that it contains important reflections about his learning process and task analysis.

Poll: Weekly progress. With respect to the weekly progress, table 1 shows the answers of 25 pupils in the 4th week about the concept that they considered most useful for the course. Note that even though 25 persons answered the poll, the results compiled in table 1 show that some pupils
considered several concepts equally useful whereas for others, the most useful concepts are different.

**TABLE 1.** Concepts and number of pupils who considered them most useful according to the poll of the fourth week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Number of pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of measuring instruments</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of instruments: type, capacity, resolution and sensibility</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible measurements</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exactitude</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation of uncertainties</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of uncertainty in each measurement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantify</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report contents and writing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report structure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data interpreting</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of the parallelogram</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect measurements</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument resolution</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute, relative and percent uncertainty</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement errors</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge in theory and practice</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analyzing and interpreting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative uncertainty</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation and collaboration</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance, discipline and constancy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition to formulate and corroborate hypothesis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the concepts covered up to this day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Questionnaires:** Assessments on measurements and their uncertainties; significant figures; statistical concepts and propagation of uncertainties. The virtual classroom for Experimental Method has different types of assessments, among which ten questionnaires on different topics.

**FIGURE 1.** Histogram of the number of pupils obtaining the grades shown on the horizontal axis, in the questionnaire about measurements and their uncertainty.

This questionnaire was answered by 19 pupils in a total of 27 attempts, which let them achieve the grades shown in Fig. 1.

**FIGURE 2.** Bar graph of the number of students achieving the grade ranges shown on the horizontal axis in the questionnaire about their knowledge and understanding of significant figures.

The assessment on significant figures was answered by seven pupils in 13 attempts and only two had achieved a grade between 9 and 10.

Examples of progress in understanding concepts on statistics and corresponding grades or degree of success are reflected in Fig. 3. One can observe for the first student that in spite of practically no improvement in her first three attempts, reflecting the necessary exploration phase, at the fifth she achieved the highest grade. After that, this student, by the way, had a very noticeable change of attitude showing more self confidence and a more alert participation.
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FIGURE 3. Sample of pupils’ improvement answering a questionnaire on concepts of statistics.

FIGURE 4. Sample items from a questionnaire devised to assess the pupils’ proficiency about the propagation of uncertainties.

Figure 4 shows the summary of right and wrong answers in the first few questions of the questionnaire about propagation of uncertainties. The 41 attempts were distributed between 21 students who answered the questionnaire. The availability of the questionnaires for a given period of time gives students the chance to self-evaluate their understanding and progress to obtain better grades and generate attitudinal changes that lead to a deeper involvement in class. Individual student’s responses can also be seen in a form similar to Fig. 3 for further analysis.

Lesson: Measurements. This lesson contains the subjects: measuring, estimating values, who measures, comparison an essential element of measuring, measuring units and analysis of units.

FIGURE 5. Beginning of the first part of the lesson about measurements.

FIGURE 6. Structure of the lesson on measurements showing the interrelation between its parts and assessments.
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V. ADVANTAGES AND DEMANDS

The permanence and availability of the materials in the virtual classroom allows the students to consult and use them at their own pace, as many times as it suits them throughout the trimester. The virtual classroom creates an environment of freedom which gives pupils the chance of permanent enquiry and exercising, contributing to their acquiring the necessary understanding and skills for the future generalization and systematic use of the concepts and skills in different contexts and situations in their academic and professional training.

Use of virtual learning environment for teaching experimentation

In Fig. 7 one notices that, out of the eight pupils who had tried to do it, just three had finished it in close to an hour achieving an average grade of 85.

Forums: Is it really very tough to pass Experimental Method? Forums are sure means to enhance ideas sharing and personal reflection through peers. Fig. 8 shows a clear example of the convenience of sharing ideas between different members of the class. The pupil who started this forum comments about how stressful the course appears to him, recognizing that this is mostly due to working in the virtual classroom, an unfamiliar environment.

After reading the opinions of his three classmates seemingly reinforcing the idea that passing the course is difficult, the forum author recovers confidence and invites them to try hard to be updated and avoid flunking the course, which would be even more stressful, and finishes writing: Let us work hard, we are at middle term and you'll see we can make it.
from the course facilitators, who need to be aware of each pupil’s and the whole group’s needs, to pay opportune attention to them through the course direction and emphasizing those materials that may help to remove and resolve concrete situations, even with the elaboration of new materials, but most importantly through the personal and daily attention to each pupil, the exchange of messages, the timely grading of homework, the reviewing of the questionnaires, and in general, maintaining the proper functioning of the virtual classroom.

VI. RESULTS

Over 50% of the initially unmotivated, disoriented, disorganized pupils, with no study or information search habits, in addition to total ignorance of metrological terminology and lack of experimental and collaborative skills, after a trimester begin to organize their activities in a realistic work timetable, to identify their own potential and began to use it through the virtual classroom activities. This motivates them and strengthens their self-esteem.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have used Moodle as a tool to reinforce learning of the Experimental Method course curriculum, in addition to allowing pupils to get some information and practice about learning theory and metacognition with the purpose of shortening the time for them to become independent learners. Many pupils initially resist to using Moodle due to its being unfamiliar and resisting to dedicate time to read the materials in it. We found that some pupils profit from the possibility to learn and self-evaluate their learning, while others have to be forced to even register to use it. We are convinced that, rather than leaving students completely on their own to learn, Moodle lets and requires the teacher-instructor-facilitator to be more in contact with the pupils and requires an enormous amount of work and thought to assemble the desired topics as a resource of either kind. But the results of using it in terms of improved understanding, knowledge and self-confidence are well worth it.
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